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- CONSORTIUM

CHILD CARE CONSORTIUMS,BY EMPLOYERS:.

FOUR INTERORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN

DEVELOPING A JOINT PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

Employer sponsored child care is growing at a phenomenal

rate; the number of private programs operating between

1978 and 1982 jumped .from 106 to 415 (Burud, Collins, and.

Divine-Hawkins, 1983a). Althougl-k, relatively few of these

programs are consortium arrangements, there is great poten-

tial for this kind of child care since nearly two - .thirds

of all employed men and women work in small businesses

(Adolf & Rose, 1982; Bader & Friedman, 1981). Small compa-

nies are frequently less able than their larger counterparts

to sponsor child care services unless resources are com-

bined. However, consortium participation is not limited

to small companies. Both small and large organizations

rrecognize the benefits of joint sponsored child care

programs.
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The greater availability of resources (e.g., cash subsidies,

real estate,. office, space, technical staff services, time,

personal contacts, information, time, expertise, and products

prod' d by- a company such as lumber and, food) necessary

to- Adevelop quality child care. prograth is one benefit

of a consortium arrangement (Adolf & Rose, (1982; Bader

(le-Friedman, 1981; Esterlin .1976; New York Sate Committee,

1980; O'Toole, O'Toole, McMillan, & Lefton, 1972)% A

consortium provides some protection from the'- common problem

of underutilization, since 'there ista large pool of parents

and children to draw from even when the employee needs

-of an individual company change as children grow up (Adolf

6Rose, 1982; Bader. & Friedman,' 1981; New Ydrk State Commit-

tee, 1980).

'A -joint venture among several organizations offers the .

advantage of shared-risk-taking; one business is not solely

responsible for the administrative and liability costs

associated with 'a child care center. 'The consortium members

do riot have to be directly responsible for the admintstra-.

tion of the child care'program, but employers can in,tluence

administration and program quality through, parLicipation

on an advisory or governing board (New York State Committee,

1980; North Carolina Dept. of Administration, 1980).
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An awareness of the benefits associated with a' child care

consortium and the needs of .empIoyees may be sufficient

incentives for employers to join, Consortium initiators

may encourage employer participation with a description

of the potential benefitg. However, the need, desire,
.

and even the expertise to plananddevelop a quality child

care program may not be :sufficient to' insure 'project

success. Unfortunately, 'many coordination efforts never

get beyond the planning stage (O'Toole et al., 1972). Any

arrangement which includes two or more businesses can

encounter problems associated with the related ipterorgani-

zational -issues of cooperation, economic' utility, power,

and conflict (Steingraph, 1976).

Frustrating and perhaps insurmountable roadbloCks to success,

may occur if these four potent influences are not included

in the plans for the child care consortium. To date, most

information regarding employer-sponsored child care consor-

tiums discusses the potential benefits to employers and

employees,-ppovides definitions and descriptions of alterna-

tives,,and presents examples of successful programs. How-

ever, knowledge of child care alternatives may not be suffi-

cient' to skillfully deal with interorganizational forces,

an area which has been neglected in the literature.

0
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The information presented in this manual will assist consor-

tium initiators to view joint child care projects from

an interorganl tional perspective. The theoretical diScui-

slob --of how interorgani2ational issues can influence the

process and outcome of joint ,projects will be highlighted

with examples of cooperation, economic utility, power,

and conflict drawn from successful and unsuccessful child

care consortiums. A



HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF,MANUAL II

Throughout the manual, examples will be drawn'frce success-

ful and unsuccessful child care consortiums to illustrate

and clarify discussion of the four.'interorganizational

issues. Since an unsuccessful child care consortium was

the inspiration fot this Manual, the "Hospital Employee

Child Care Project"iillbe the source of many illustrative

examples. A brief summary will enable the reader to under-'

stand tbe" ekamples' within the context o the .overall

project. The reader can consult cited refer aces for pddi-
,

tional. information on the other projects discussed in the

manual.

Backgvound and Origin of Project

In, January 1982, Austin Child Guidance & Ei.raluation'Cebter

.(ACGEC) -informed the, administrat6rs of the six major hospi-

tals in Austin that 'the Office of Human Development Services

(HDS) was se'king,preapplications for the -.funding of strate-

gies for, developing new sources of family support for

working parents. The_strategies were to emphasize methods
,

for assisting parents to obtain and maintain adequate child

6 10.
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care rangements and for demonstrating to employers' the

benefits o, family - oriented' practices (e.g., reduced turn-

over, reduce absenteeism and tardiness, increased produc-

tivity, enhanced ecruitment, and improved employee Morale).

Four hospitals agre to join ACGEC in the application.

HDS approved the preapp cation request for a child care

consortium Ind adliised ACG to include the-icccal rovider

of Head Start services in the ,sproject to elimidate duplica-
,

tion of services, maximize' the, value of federal funds,

and provide access to expertiSe in hild cafe. Child Incor -.

porated was subcontracted to provi e the requested child

care services. A needs assessment was \required to determine.

employees' needs and preferences for Child care; AuStin

Families Incorporated won a bid1to conduct the needs assess-
,

ment and a longitudinsrvaluation of the project.

Purpohe and Oasis of Project-

HDS approved the proposal to create a joint hospital

employee child care project in Austin involving three social

service agencies (ACGEC, Austin Families, Inc., and Child,

Inc.) and four pritate hospitals (Seton Medical. Center,

Shoal Creek, St.. David's Community Hospital, ,.and Holy
4

Cross). The budget period for the $107,416.U0 'award was
I ,

9/30/82 throUgh /84. The bulk of the award was budgeted



as start-up funds to lessen ,the problem of start-up lag

and to enable the project to become stable while the parti-

cipating.hbspitals decided how the child care project was

to be ultimately organized and maintained following the

demonstration period. The project participants hoped to

create quality child care, improve parents' job performance,

and thereby provide a private - sector model for employer-

based child care.

Outcome of Project

Although the intention of, the project was "to..see 'if a-

cooperatiN4 venture in,employer-sponiored child care could

succeed, such a venture was not successful despite every-

one's efforts and good intentions. A year. of searching

and meetings did- not yield an available i1d mare site'
.

.

which was jointly acceptIble to04r-hbspital represents-
'

tives. Agreement was rea Cron the initial services to

-offer after' a y. -. of negotiations sand mbdifications to

the initial'S-uggestions made by the social service agencies.

Although the Hospital Employee Child Care Project was over

as originally envisioned, a prOposal was made to use 'a

. .

portion .of the federal funds to- partially fulfill an objec-

tive of the grant: rn reviewing the progess and utcome

of the project, it became 'obvious that 'the participants,
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could share what had been learned with other consortiums.

HDS approved the revision to produce a manual of information

and sugger4ons .for groups considering similar projects.

Purpose and Framework of Manual

The manual is intended as a useful tool' for groups consider-

siirlilar joint child care projects. After reading this

manual', projeCt initiatorsAilli be more sensitive lo four

potent influences oon the consortium process and outcome

and will be Sable to incorporate an interorganizational

perspective in their.consorOum plans. Project initiators

will aldo have information w ich cnn assist theM in assess-

ing the feasibility of develoPing--s ncchild care project

in their community.

The discusion includes: ways consortiums can pe viewed

from the perspective of these four related issues; how

cooperation, economic utility, power, and conflict may

be demonstrated in a joint project; and guidelines for

similar projects derived from the discussion of each inter-

organizational issue.



COOPERATION

Rey Points

Ai

1. *After a proposelJor a child care consortium has been
initiated, stew time must be allowed for the potential
members to consider how great is their commitment%

2. Project planners are -responsible for the structure
and-productivity of this time period.

3. Project planners can provide information on the general
benefits' of employer-supported child care and those
specific to consortium ventures.

4. Probable costs and potential problems of employer-
spodsored child care and consortium participation should
be discussed during stew. time.

5. Most company officials will need to be educated about
the requirements for quality child care.

6. Two important responsibilities of project planners
are to assist participants in clarifying both individual
agency and joint consortium goals and to point out
contradictory or conflicting go1-177

.

7. A
nUt

eavir requirement for financial and contractual
co itment encourages prospective members to determine
whether' or not the costs to their individual agencies
are outeighed by the benefits expected from consortium
participation.

8. The sense of ownership for the project must be examined
since it , is a reflection of commitment to the project.

9. Cooperation within the consortium is influenced by
the shared history of the participants; a history of
competition can adversely affect the ability of partici-
pants to work together.

11
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After a propdsal for a child pare consortium has been

ated, time must be allowed for the parties to "stew" and

consider how great is their commitment to the project.

During the initial stages. of 'the project, the .coordinator

must 'proceed slowly in appreciation of the conservative
,

nature of most companies (U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1982); assess

the commitment of participants; and explain the costs and

benefits of a joint project to potential participants (Hicks.

& Powell, 1983).

SJ:ew Time

"Stew Time" is an active, thought-provoking time; it 'is

a structu.ed time period during which potential participants

can carefully consider their commitment and interest in.`.

the project. The project planner is responsible for the

structure and productivity of this time period (Orum,

Note 9).

The project planner plays a very crucial role in the success

of the joint venture since he/she sets the tone of the

entire project. A persuasive, dynamic, and eloquent indi-

vidual is needed to fill this role. The individual should

be skilled in with groups and respected by other

15
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consortium members. The planner must firmly believe and

have confidence in the.---zonsortum purpose and ,goals. In

other words, a salesman" with the ability to promote the

project to potential members is required (Bryant, Note 1;

Elder & Kazuk, 1982).

For example, a project lat tht Wheeler Clinic in Plainville,

Connecticut) which required the cooperation of many differ-

ent service agencies on behalf of single fathers found

the aid of a management consultant was invaluable. His

skills in knowing how to contact, enter, and present infor-

mation to members of the business community was instrumental

in project success (Engelhard-t---N-ote---3-),------_-__

A coordination project for rehabilitative seiwices^Uitnessed

the importance of individual leadership. One agency,

nationally recognized as a leader in its field, used its

contacts to communicate information, served as an infOrmal

adjAdicator, was an "expressive" leader (i.e., smoothed

ruffled feelings of members)., acquired resources, and clari-

fied values which the member agencies'could realize through

coordinated efforts (O'Toole et al., 1972),-

The planner can structure stew timeas follows:

1. Define the purpose and present the potential bene-
fits of the project in an explicit. way; use a

16
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written and visual format (e.g., lists, 'charts,
graphs, and so on).

2. Autline anticipated costs and any problems m4mbers
. may face.

3 Inform potential participants what will be expected
.of, them. State the ccommitment (e.g., financial
or contractual) and k, responsibilities they will
be expect to assume if they join the project.
If applidabrd,, discusa the grant application
process and associated responsibilities of poten-
tial participants.

4. State the type of coottination which is being
planned. In most child care consortiums, there
is no 'central authority present and autonomous
organizations come together voluntarily, without
the sanction 'of a governing body; the coordi-
nation is "unmanaged" or simply "voluntary"
(Esterline, 1976).

5 Educate the potential participants (bout day card
to dispel myths and misconceptions (i.e., what
quality day care involves, types available, costs
required).

6.. Elicit clear goals from the consortium members;
clarify contradictory expectations.

The first four points can be discussed individually with

the potential participants by the planners who utilize

their salesmanship4talents to generate interest and excite-
r

ment- for the project. The first four points are reviewed

and the last two points discussed in a group meeting. The

group meeting will enable potential members to meet each

other and if productive, can build a sense .of group

cohesiveness and cooperation. After they have had time

(3 to 4 weeks) to consider the project'and to have questions

12
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answered individually, a meeting can be held for partici--

pants to make a shared commitment, At this meetingtthey

'should be required to sign a contract, demonstrate financial.

commitment, or provide a %mitten statement of support (Oruro,
4

Note 9).

The initiators of the Sunnyvale Child Care Service Center

divided the process of presenting the initial information

into two stages. First, they interviewed 100 corporate

executives to determine, what information they needed to.

make decisions about providira employer-sponsored child

care. Five months later, the requested information was

"presented in a two day conference for the executives (Kosa-
.

novic, Note.0.

Benefits

The potential members can be provided with information

on the general benefits of employer supported child care

and those specific to consortium ventures. Differentiate

between the two groups of benefits so the participants

can clearly see the advantages of working together over

_providing child care alone. A persuasive presentation

of the advantages may help solidify commitment to, the

project during the initial stages.

18
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The general benefits of employer-sponsored child care

include:

improved recruitment and retention ability (Perryo
1981;. Purnell, 1977);

increased concentration and productivity on the
job (Harrell, 1972; Nellum & Associates, 1969);

- - decreased absenteeism and turnover (Austin Fami-
lies, Inc., 1982; Duncan, Note 2; Milkovich &
Gomez, 1976);,

-- improved company image and enhanced worker morale
(Burke & Robinson, 1983; Burud, Collins & Divine-

4 Hawkins, 1983a);

- - enhanced humanization of the workplace; and

increased tax write -offs available (Friedman;
1980).

Th benefits specific to consortium participation include

those previously discussed and summarized here:

greater availability of the resources necessary
to develop a quality child care:program;

- - some protection from underutilization of the

program by employees;

- - shared responsibility for the administrative and
liability costs associated with a child -care
center;N

tax advank-ages which vary according -to the type
and amount of each firm's financial contribution
(New York State committee, 1980); and

- - use of resources saved through coordination
(O'Toole et al:, 1972).

The Early Childhood Developmeht Division of eXas sponsored

a study 'of interorganizational coordination a d found that
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for every $1.00 spent on the coordination of thirteen demon-

stration projects, member agencies received .,an average

of $35:00 in goods and services (Esterline, 1976).

The hospitals were drawn to the child care. --pTcrYFEt---by

combination of general and s-o-f-tium specific benefits.

Generally, the, hospitals wanted to retain `:and attract hard-

to-keep employees and to enhance employer-employee relation-

ships. The availability of quail child care would meet

an empleyee need and add to the employee benefit package.

Consortium participation, would increase the availability

of necessary resources and protect against low utilization_

4 the facility.

Although the Hospital Project was unsuccessful in establish-
ti

ing a "child care program, the members felt some benefits,

were derived from participating in the consortium. The

hospital representatives are more knowledgeable about the

complexity of child care and the available, options for

single and group employer-sponsored child care. The needs

assessment provided information on the child care needs

and priorities of employees (e.g., sick care, night care,

early morning care). Hospital employees are aware-their

employers pursued child care even though it was an unsuc-

cessful venture. One hospital is pursuing a differr-ent

20
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type of employer-sponsored child care through a demonstra-

tion voucher project. Additionally, firm professional'

links have developed between the three social service

agencies.

Costs and Problems

Probable costs and potential problems of employer-sponsored'

child care and consortium participation can also be dis-

cussed during stew time. Members may be able to anticipate

and avoid obstacles to project success if they have been

forewarned. The major disadvantages are:,

- - the high cost of quality care;

- - the possible inequity of child care as an employee
benefit;

- - the problems 'of finding and maintaining quality
day care personnel;

- - the question of financing;

- - the if and howcof employer subsidy;

- - the concerns associated with 116aqing require-
,

insurance costs, and 1601 liabilities
(Friedman, 1980, 1983); and

-- the possibility of a prolonged search for a suit-
able site.

Project planners must acknowledge that it 18 difficult

and time consuming to find a mutually acceptable site if

-the desired locatioin falls within a' residential area or
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expensive cdmmercial property% Th:Ls is particularly an

issue in growing communities with escalating property costs.

(Orum, Note 9). It took the Broadcasters' Child Development

Center two years to ,find a site including six months (and

significant legal fees) for a zoning variance. It was

difficult to maintain enthusiasm over the. long search,

,process (Griffin, Note 5). The Shadelands Children's Center

Consortium obtained its site, a ,vacant school building,
4,?

i

after one year of lobbying and negotiation with the city
A

councik, the school board, and the local neighborhood asso-

ciation (Rush, Note 10).
OM.

Project coordinators can acknowledge that this problem

may occur and perform an initial search to determine what

is available' in a centrally located area. The potential

particjpants are informed of what is available and the

approximate costs of each option. Potential participants

can decide which, if any, of the options are acceptable

and whether or not to join.

Competition' for the public relat4ons and other benefits

of the consortium could develop between the members. Compe-

tition, decline- in employee need or employer interest,
11

and financial problems, could lead to agency withdrawal

from the consortium. The possible effects of the withdrawal

22
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of support byaone or more companies should be assessed:

-- Could the project continue without one or .more
of the member organizations?

- - Would there be a penalty for withdrawal from the..
. project? -

- - How could replacement cothpanies .be recruited?

Although threats of withdrawal were r't a problem in the

-Hospital Project, future grant applicants may want to

include a section on this problem.

The costs of possible project failure should alSo be weighed

during stew time. The costs of the Hospital Project failure

include the frustration of consortium members, the disap-

pointment of employees, inadequate returns on time and

money expenditures, 5)td the strong reluctance expressed

by some members to enter' into future joint projects with

the same group of organizations.

Education.

In addition to presenting the advantages and disadvantages

of participating in a joint child care project, most company

officials will ,need information on what is required for

quality child care. Quality child care is both expensive

and labor, intensive; approximately 80% of the cost of child

care is wages (Friedman, 1980).. The planner can familiarize

members with child care by presenting slides or movies
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on quality infant, toddler, preschool, and after-school

care programs, and discussing the related costs. Planners

can discuss' the differences .between custodial and educa-

tional/developmental programs. The cost of child care

should be realistically projected with figures, on subsidized

and nonsubsidized services includedin the proposed budget

r(Weber &.Tullos, 1979).

Project initiators can also dispel myths participants might

have about child care. There tends to be an assumption'

by those unfamiliar.with quality child care service, that

major expenditures can be offset by donations and.the use

of volunteers. Ms. Griffin (Note 5), who has been involved

in starting several centers, warns against miscalculating

the, real costs of quality child care. It is better to

invest in qualified staff, good staff-child ratios, and

proper equipment thin to risk the cost in dollars and

program quality that come from high staff turnover and

poor morale.

4

'It is important to' the success of any consortium to deter-
1 .

inive,the depth and kind of commitment actors have to the
r

project. The depth of commitment is closely associated

with the goals held by the participants. 'Transitory commit-

ment is -reflected in shirt term goals; while a deeper

24
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commitment is reflected in -long term goals. For example,

if the hospitals joined the consortium primarily as an

immediate solution to the nursing labor shortage, there,

.would have been less incentive to remain. and work for

project success after the labor problem was :resolved.

The chance for success is greater if there are deeper cora-,

-mitments to project-success such as joining because industry

survival is at stake, company employees.have specific child

care needs, or the community needs 24 hour child care.

The Broadcasters' Child Development Center was started

entirely by employees of competing broadcasting companies

in the northwest area of Washington, D.C. to meet the needs.

of parents in the industry. The center is also open to

'neighborhood children. The center received financial sup-

port from five radio -and television stations and the D.C.

Chapter of- the National Academy of -Television Arts and

Sciences (Griffin, Note 5; Reeves,/1982).'

The City of Sunnyvale, California is in the heart of Silicon

Valley, a hi-tech industrial area. The City Advisory Board'

on Human Services realized child care was inadequate and

= saw a large and rich industrial base to draw upboinr sup-

port, The Advisory Board joined with the Private Industry



Council teplan initiatives for employers to become involved

in":01ild care for their employees'. The result is the Sunny-

vale. Child Care Service Center with an enrollment of 220
,

children (infancy through second grade and after-school

care to age nine) and a long waiting list (kosanoviC," Note

6).

\ _

The Council for Labor 'and Industry establishyd- the Chil-
1

dren's Village in .1976 primarily for (workerS, in the sarment.

industry to help revitalize the industry, retain blue collar'

and enhance the economic health of Philadelphia (Bader

& Fredm4, 1981)

.31111r .

The commitment to success and a sense of ownership can

be enhanced by formulating goals together for the copsor-

tium. The project coordinator coulttbegin this prOcess

.by pointing out similarities, between individu'al agency"

goals. These similarities can become the- basis for both

short and long term consortium goals. \,The coordinator

can point out which goals are realisticwithin the time

and financial constraints of the consortium, A tentative

timeline can be jointly developed for the - goals; the exper-

tise of the coordinator will insure the timeline is realis-

tic .(Pelosi, 1982). Using a timeline can create a sense

of continuity. and future orientation to the joint prdject.'

26
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App.

Two important responsibilities of the project coordinator

are to assist potential participants in clarifying both

individual agency goals and joint consortium goals and

to poiht out contradictory or conflicting goals. Why the

goals are contradictory and which has priority must be

determined to pfevent later'conflicts and possible project

failure. Both individual and joint goals should be clearly

stated, shared in written form, and periodically reviewed

to 'verify the goals accurately reflect the interest and

needs of consortium members and to resolve misunderstandings

or discrepancies. (See Pelosi, 1982 for specific techniques

on goal and expectation clarification and planning actions

for the consortium.) Hidden or hazy individual goals can

interfere with the achievement of joint goals.

There was some ambivalence and misunderstanding about the

joint goals for the Hospital Project and discrepancy between

some individual agency and consortium goals. This stalled

progress on the project and caused frustration since members

were unclear about which

to-pursue. For exapple,

bility program; 'there was

tal Project with

dilute

employees

the impact

and the

was the most appropriate option

the hospitals wanted a high visi-

.concern that combining the Hospi-

Head Start services (ChildsJac.) would
4L.

of hospital-sponsored child care on -he

community. This: concern was in conflict
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with the project objective to demonstrate a cost-effective,

private-sector model for employer-supported child care

since 'the inclusion of Child Inc. in-kind services and

expertise enhanced the possibility of a cost-effective

model and reduced the risk of underutilization of the

services.

Commitment and Responsibilities

Inform prospective members what will be expected of them.

State what kind of commitment (e.g., financial or contrac-

tual) and responsibilities they will be expected to assume

if they join the project. When the roles and responsi-

bilities of the actors are clearly defined in contrac-

tual form, confusion and conflict over who does what, and

when can be lessened or avoided (Magrab, 1982).

The responsibilities and authority of the coordinator must

be acknowledged and agreed upon by the other consortium

members. Participants must remember that interagency coor-

dination is just as vital an organizational activity as

providing services or producing a product and deserves

special consideration. It should be acknowledged in con-

tractual form and have consortium resources of time, money,

1

and manpower allocated to this activity. Coordination

"cannot be done on a part-time, hit-or-miss basis" (p.

25, Esterline, 1976).
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A prominent feature of successful child care consortiums

around the country'is. the differentiation between sponsor-

ship and actually operating the child care service. Most

employers support the child care by providing subsidies

(5-20%) for employee fees, in-kind contributions such as

building maintenance or reduced rent, or renewable, annual

grants. In addition, high-level administrators may serve

on advisory boards. However, in most cases a competent,

director.is hired to plan and administer the child care

service itself. These distinct lines, of authority contrib-

ute greatly to project success (Bryant, Note 1; Griffin,

Note 5; Kosanovic, Note 6; Whitehead, Note 11).

Commitment to contractual responsibilities can be further

solidified by a statement of penalties if obligations are

not fulfilled. Several Hospital Project participants sug-

gested that a heavy financial investment be required to

join a consortium and that members. would stand to lose

this money if consortium responsibilities fre notfulfilled.

Financial investment insures commitment in the sense that

once financial investment occurs, the investors (organiza-

tions) become 'accountable to someone such as board of direc-

tors, stock holders, or to whomever they are fiscally

responsible (Esterline, Note 4).
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A requirement for financial 'and contractual commitment

encourages prospective members to assess whether or not

costs to their individual agencies. are outweighed by the

benefits expected from consortium participation. Members

will be forced to look ahead and make long range plans

for the project if cost projections (e.g., pledges of .in-

kind services and subsidy) and responsibilities (e.g.,

participation on the advisory board) are included in the

contract. Contracts can also establish the authority and

decision - making power of members. A consortium model which

requires derwcratic decision-making further encourages

members to assume responsibility for the project (Magrab,

1982).

Historical Context

Cooperation within the consortium is----influenced by the

impetus for the project and the shared history of the

participants. Both of these factlors can affect the commit-

ment of organizations to the joint child care project. and

the eventu2l outcome (Lauderdale, Note 7).

f
Sense of Ownership

The sense of ownership for the project must be examined

since it is a _reflection of 'commitment to the project.

Determine if the project was externally or internally initi-

ated. Were employers -asked if they were interested in

30
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sponsoring child care or did the employers and employees

express an interest? To illustrate, the Broadcaster's

consortium was'internally initiated by a group of employees;

the Director/of Nursing at one hospital in the Texas Medical

Center, Inc. proposed their consortium model. The Sunnyvale

Child Care Service Center was promoted by the City Advisory

Board and the Private Industry Council.

Theie may also be a greater sense of ownership if the

employers have previously considered child care for their

employees or have determined if this is 0 need of some

employees. Before joining the Shadelands COnsortium,

Safeway (Supply Divisjon) conducted their own internal

survey which showed a need for child care assistance among

empl,oyee (Rush, Note 10).

The project planne5 can assess the interest of Administra-

tors from their responses to,a few questions. Their answers

will indicate the potential acceptance ,or rejection of

the child care project:;

1. What are company policies and management practices
in relation to family-related problems during
worktime (U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1982)?

2. Is there routine collection of information related
to child care needs?

3. Are supervisors keeping the administratimn informed
about any data from employees related to this
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problem? Does the administration ask supervisors
to keep attuned to information related to child
care needs?

4 What method does the administration have.for main-
taining personal contact with their employees
regarding their needs and interests? (The hospi-
tals use a "tow: meeting" format and reports from
supervisors.)

5. Have they ever considered the feasibility of pro-
viding child care themselves or pursued joint
child care? What was the outcome (Lauderdale,
Note 7)?

Two ho5pitalt had previously surveyed their employie:Jor

the level of interest and need for child care. Options

for child care facilities were explored and pertinent liter-

ature was reviewed. The employers concluded there was

a' risk of underutilization of the services if they pursued

child care alone. Three of the hospitals felt they did

not have the resources to easily pursue employer-sponsored

child care.individually.

A transition from external to internal motivation and

control of the project is necessary for the success and
N

future of the project. There are no easy answers to when,

how, or if such a transition call be made. But, the transi-

'tior. can Be facilitated by demonstrating benefits to employ-
,

ers, encouraging joint formulation pf gOals for the consor-

tium, informing potential participants of their short and
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long term responsibilities, and developing a consortium

model which requires joint decision making through an advi-

sory board or board of directors.

The City of Sunnyvale and the Private Industry Council

created incentives..for industry involvement in child care

by providing lowJent space and city funds to set up and

market the child care program. Once the companies experi-

enced the benefits, there was internal .motivation for the

companies to continue purchasing the .services (Kosanovic,

Note 6).

I

Shared History

Clues, to the probable level. of cooperation within the

consortium can be obtained by placing the project in a

social and historical context:

Is there any shared history among the potential
participants?

Have the agencies ever worked together on a

project?

Is there a history of cooperation or conflict?

Does their previous mutual history dispose them
toward conflict or cooperation (emery & Just,
1965; Lauderdale, Note 7)?

Planners can learn about the shared history by interviewing

potential participants or a key informant during the very
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early planning stages of the project. Using a key infOrmant

is an effective way to obtain information relevant to the

historical context of the project. A community, business,

or industry leader with awareness of the pertinent issues

and objectivity may be willing to provide useful informa-

tion. A physician who is knowledgeable about the medical/

hospital community is an example of an informant for a

joint hospital project. A city historian or a member of

the city council could also be sources of useful and objec-

tive information (Lauderdale, Note 7).

The following exit interview questions elicited pertinent

information from the Hospital Project participants. Prilject

planners can modify and use these questions in interviews

with key informants or potential consortium members:

1. Is. (name of hospital) involved in any cooperative
efforts with other hospitals or other organiza-
tions?

a. Please degcribe them.

b. How are decisions made about these projects?
(Probe: What is the structure of the governing
body?)

c. If a. conflict arises among the participating
organizations, how is it resolved ?.

2.. What kind of decision-making format or governing
board structure would you recommend for a similar
project? (Probe: How would you suggest conflicts
be resolved?)

3. What is the history of relations, between your
hospital and the other hospitals who participated

34
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in the child care project? (Probe: General
climate, small or large conflict or cooperative
effort6?)

4. Under what conditions have competitive hospitals
in Austin cooperated? In what ways?

5. If the Austin hospitals are not engaging in cooper-
ative efforts at present, what conditions do you
think would be required for joint endeavors? What
kind of specific projects?

Hospital. Project planners were aware of some facets of

the shared history of the hospitals at the beOnning of

the project; other information was obtained serendipitously

throughout the project. The s9rutiny of historical influ-
.

ences performed at the close of the project revealed infor-
c

mation that would have been useful in designing the project.

1.

Historically, hospitals in the same area are Competitors

since they provide similar health care services to the

same' community d recruit from the same labor pool (Akti.n

bode & Clar1E, 1976). However, hospitals are also interde-

pendent since.othey must take into account the ,policies,

actions, and goals 17 other hospitals to achieve their'

own goals. The more limited the pool of patients, labor,

1
and funds, the greater the interdependency and more intense

the competition (Litwak 6.c. Hylton, 1962).

The hospitals share a historyitf cooperation and competi-

tion. The hospitals cooperate on health care issues such
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as patient transfer agreements, emergency back up agree-

ments, and joint educational services for staff members.

While there has been some differentiatiOn of services

offered by the hospitals in Austin, there is still overlap

and competition. One administrator described the hospitals

as "fiercely independent" and deterMined to maintain a

share of the health Services market. Some representatives

noted a recent decline in the "informal cooperatjje efforts"

.between the hospitals; the hoipital administrators are

"more aware" of the-competitive environment in which they

operate.

Although the ultimate goal may be to have local hospitals'

cooperating on a joint child care project, it may be neces-

tsary to reach this goal gradually. If there is a history

of intense conflict between hospitals, it may be very- diffi-

cult or impossible to overcome this competition and develop

a child care program. Project planners may want to consider

initially imitinebne or two hospitals and several organi-

zations from allied -health' fields .(e.g., nursing homes

and visiting nurse services) to joint the .consortium. Once

the project is successfully underway, other hospitals and

health organizations can be invited into the project as

members with full rights and responsibilities. The entire

process may take several years to achieve, a point which

36
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requires spedial consideration by planners who submit grant

proposals at the local, state, or federa.1..level (Lauderdale,

Note 7).

Competitive organizations are faced with the challenge

of maintaining their individual, autonomy while cooperating

with each other in a consortium arrangement. Planners

can acknowledge- this challenge and assist agencies to main-

tain 'their autonomy. Members may prNefer to subsidize

different parts of the child care program; each company

would be individually acknowledged for its support. The

funded parts would make up a whole quality child' care pro-

gram. For-example, TRW and Hewlett-Packard are competitors.

Four subsidiaries' of TRW provide ongoing support for the

Sunnyvale Child Care Service Center, and Hewlett-Packard,

gave a grant for the outdoor play area. Employees fyom

both companies have access to a qualitA. child care program

'(Kosanovic, Note 6).

Consortium planners must also Consider the existing social

and economic conditions of the industry involved in the

project. The goal of most organizations is to grow. and

increase the area served.` The rapid growth of a cit)1, can

be an oppartunity to increase:profits; consider the effect

this could have on the cooperation and coinmitment to a

37
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project which would benefit competitors within the same

industry. Additionally, if a city or industry is declining.

,potential participants may be less likely to join a project

which involves a financial risk or gamble (Emery & Trist,

1965; Orum, Note 9).

Ideally, project planners will be aware of the history

of potential members And incorporate the informationAn

plans for the consortium. .If there is no shared history

or a history of conflict and competit:ion, planners can

try to build a history of cooperation among the organiza-

tions (Lauderdale, Note 7). The likelihood of success

and the time it will take to build a history of cooperation

is influenCed by the previous level of competition. Project

planners can consider the following ideas and suggestions

when building a history of cooperation:

1. Remember the goal is to build comtitment to the
present project by creating positive relationships,
and encouraging productive, constructive4 decision-
making methods.

2. Call to mind other cooperative Aefforts that some
or all of the participants ,were involved in.

3. Involve partidipants for the project in short-term,
and simple ventures that have a high potential
for successful resolution. Keep in mind that
building a history takes time; use stepping stones
made of much less risky ventures. (E g., the
quanizations could draft a joint reso ution to
e. state legislature in support of andatory,
care safety restraints for children.)
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4. Create a pleasant feeling of accomplishment among
the participants. If they have been competitors,
you are actually trying to change the perceptions
(opinions and attitudes) they haye of each other.
Build up a philosophy of cooperation and .a history
of successful completion of joint projects (Lauder-
dale, Note 7).

The Inter-Agency Coordination Study of qarly childhood

service organizations in Texas found "effective coordination

. . . does not take place i one fell swoop:' Successful

s

relationships are more likely to emerge incrementally and

to grow with small, succe siful previous encounters. By
.,

participating in small steps toward coordination, each

partner is able to see its positive aspects and accommodate

its negative aspects (p. 19, Esterline, 1976).



ECONOMIC UTILITY -

Key Points

1 Spea!'ing the same language about the economic utility
of a project isone way.to'demonstrate-FRat.the project',
planners appreciate the importance of this' issue _Ito
administrators. dr

2 Potential members must- determine ig the noneconomic '

benefits are' vorth' the actual costs of consortium
participation. 4

3 A detailed cost analysis 4nd budget of proposed_child
care services will assist employers to weigh the costs

. and benefits of consortium participation.

4. Project planners mpst address any employer 'concerns'
associated withprpviding child care as a benefit.

C.)

5. filth:y21s are less- liely, to d(;e1-dp unrealistic expec-
tations if ;they are .gept informed of all the alterna-
117.--Under- consideration, receive periodic prbgress
reports, aremade aware o -time and budgetlimitations,
and )anticipate in an advisory, capacity..

4
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Addressing the issue of economic utility includes preparing

a budget and defining financial obligations (e.g., actual

and in-kind) and benefits for participants; it simply is

not good business to blindly buy into a venture. Addition-

ally, financial projections, income statements, deprecia-

tion. cash flow and so on are part of the language of large

;cc )rotions and businesses. Speaking the same language

about the economic utility of a project is one way to demon-

strate that the project planners appreciate the importance

of this issue to administrators ("Selling daycare," 1981).

Economic Influences

Goals play an important part in determining the economic

utility of the project to participants. Project planners

can determine how many of the individual agency goals are

related to economic benefits or problems, and if these

are short or long term goals. If the major impetus for

joining the project is related to short term economic goals,

then obviously the future and success of the project could

be in jeopardy.

There may be a tendency for some organizations to focus

on the cost of maintaining high staff-child ratios- in qual-

ity care programs since wages account for approximately

39
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80% of the budget (Friedman, 1980; Whitehead, Note .11).

Project planners can encourage agencies to look beyond

short term economic costs and consider what will be the

long ,term bellefits of sponsoring quality child care for

employees. Projecting long term benefits may be difficult

for organizations such as those hospitals which have been

traditionally concerned with short term crisis care and

have only recently assumed a more future-oriented,'wellness

approach (Whitehead, Note 11)..

When reviewing the economic aspects of the organizations'

reasons for entering a project, look at the groups of

employees they are targeting. The project planners should

determine if employer - sponsored child care is the most

viable and cost-effe-ctive way to retain or recruit these

employees. Employers may prefer to pursue more cost-effec-

tive solutions to labor problems (U.S. Dept. of Labor,

1982).

Project planners should be aware of an important economic

theme in assessing individual agency goals and commiLment.

Employers may perceive unionization as a threat, to the

stability and availability of their labor force. Unioniza-

tion may be viewed as a common "enemy" to employers in

the same industry and spur interest in a consortium ven-

ture. Employer- sponsored child care may be considered

42
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a way to meet a need of their employees and simultaneously

enhance their standing in the eyes of employees (Lauderdale,

Note 7).

If the "threat of unionization" is real, this economic

issue may be a reason for strong commitment to a joint

child care project.\ If the "threat" is not real, but has

been a major impetus for consortium involvement, employer

participation and commitment may deteriorate. On the other

hand, if a company is already unionized, child care for
o

employees may become part of the union contract negotia-

tions.

Since commitment is clo'sely tied to the incentives to be

in a project, the benefits to consortium participants should

low
be explicitly stated and restated throughoa the project.

Project planners should emphasize both the economic and

noneconomic benefits

pants can determine

the actual costs.

during stew time so potential partici-,
if the noneconomic benefits are worth

Budget

A detailed cost analysis and budget will assist employers

to weigh the costs and benefits of consortium participa-

tion. The cost analysis should be very thorough and include

43
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both start-up and operating costs; the proportion of costs

to be covered by employer subsidies and user fees; in-kind

services pledged by employers; and cost breakdown of pro-

posed services (U.Si-iept. of Labor, 1982). The cost analy-

sis cAn, also include the financial benefft§- of opening

the :center to the community. This measure can increase

the available pool of children and reduce the amount of

employer subsidy needed to maintain the program (Kosanovic,

Note 6). Opening the program to the community will increase

the likelihood of operating the center at full capacity

since- 4-t frequently takes at least a year to fully involve

, employees of the sponsoring companies. Additionally,

opening the center to the community may be the first step

in obtaining community support and approal for establishing

the center in a local neighborhood (Rush, Note 10).

Start-up costs for a joint child care program inc\ude:

- - facility costs (e.g., buy, build, lease,-renovate);

- - consultant fees;

needs assessment;

- center equipment (e.g., classroom, playground,
office, kitchen, and maintenance);

- - public relations and advertisement;

- recruitment of children and staff

staff training; and
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- - miscellaneous fees (for establishing a non- profit,
corporation, a,corporation for profit oc partner-

,* ship, or a tax-exempt organization) (Adolf & Rose,
1982; North- Carolina Dept. of Administration,
1981; U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1982).

Operating costs for the center include:

-- salaries and fringe benefits for staff members
(e.g., director, caregivers, clerical staff, jani-
tor, cook, bus driver, substitutes);

- - building operation and maintenance (e,g., rent,
mortgage, property taxes, utilities, insurance);

program materials;

- maintenance and clerical supplies;

- kitchen and paper supplies;

- - liability and accident insurance;

staff development and training;

- ---medical consultation;

psychological or development screening; and

- - emergency funds (U.S. Dept. of L bor, 1982; Weber
& Tulloss, 1979).

Employers can subsidize the child care Or gram with a vari-

ety of in-kind services including:

- - free use of the facility;

- - janitorial services;

- - food preparation services;

- - health screening;

-- laundry;
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secretarial services;

maintenance and repair services;

utilities (Perry, 1979);

legal and accounting services;

public relations or advertisement services; and

building or design services (U.S. Dept. of Labor,
1982).

Centers which prolride tilt special services needed by some

employee groups ( .g., hospital staff members) such as

evening, night, weekend; and holiday care, have higher

operating costs than commerci. centers which do not provide

these services. Employer subsidy is needed so the centers

can continue offering these special and expensive child

care services at a reasonable cost to parents (Whitehead,

Note 11).

Employee Benefit .

Project planners need to addres's the concerns assodiated

with providing child care as an employee benefit. Employees

are less likely to develop unrealistic expectations'about

the child care if they are kept informed of all the alterna-

tives under consideration, receive periodic progress reports

through. company newsletters and meetings (U.S. Dept. of

Labor, 1982), and participate in an advisory capacity to
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project planners. Employees should also be made aware

of any time or budget limitations on the proposed child

care services.

It would be particularly important to address the issue

of sick child care during the discussion of employee bene-

fits. A very strong interest in this issue was expressed

by both employers and. employees of the hospital project.

Sick care is also a priority concern and problem for many

other employers and employees. There are currently few

viable and affordable solutions to the problem of sick

child care for employees. See. Sick Child Care (Parents

in the Workplace, 1983) for a more detailed description

of the problem, related issues, and current sick child

care options.

The amount and kind of subsidy provided by companies will

vary and be influenced by the profitability of a. joint

venture, The greater the difficulty a company has in

retaining and recruiting qualified employees, the greater

the level of subsidy. Employers who can save advertising

dollars and reach their consumer audience by being associ-

ated with child care centers will provide a higher level

of subsidy. Stride-Rite manufactures and sells children's'

shoes, and receives free advertising of its brand name

17
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when the firm's support of child care centers is publicized

(Weber Tulloss, 1979).

A

Employers may be resistant to add child care to the existing

employee benefit package if there is concern that the

project will fail or be short term. Employers are under-

standably reluctant to include a temporary benefit since

employees can be frustrated and disappointed when the

service is terminated. If the service is an experiment

or part of a.time-limited demonstration project, this'should

be stated and periodically restated to employees. Restating

the description and limitations of the proposed services

becomes especially important when there is a high turnover

in employees; misunderstandings. and rumors can be eliminated

or minimized.

Plat mrs stOu.i address the apparent inequity of providing

child c,f., a an employee benefit ("Selling day care,"

1981). The extent and seriousness -of this problem will

differ among companies. Generally, workers are sensitive

to the spccial problems of working parents and realize

that few benefits are taken advantage of by all employees

(Adolf & Rose, 1982). Employers could offer child care

as one of several options; employees could then choose

which .b Its they preferred. Whether'or not most employ-

ees Noose child care the presence of a center can enhance
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humanization of the workplace and employee morale; parent

and nonparent employee's can benefit from employer-sponsored

child care (Burud, Collins, & Divine:Hawking, 1983 b; Hicks

& Powell, L983).



POWER.

,Key Points

1. Power can be defined as the capacity to imit the
55TEes of others and can be measurediby the resources
accessible to the organization.

2. A consortium has a greater chance for success if the
participants have similar levels of power and access
to resources.

3. Powerful consortium members have a "fail safe" mechan-
ism in the knowledge they have the resources to'estab-
rah a child care center even if the group effort
fails.

4. A couflon but historically effective method to insure
comm fl ent to a project is to require organizations,

to ontribute funds in order to participate.

Re resentatives must be able to speak and make deci-
ons or t e organization; if not, progress could

flow or nonexistent.

49
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Planners must understand the potential impact powet can

have on the process and outcome of the project. The compar-

ative power of organizations within the con rtium and

the.relative power of individuals within each organization
4

can be assessed during the initial stages of the joint

project.

_Organizational Power

Power can be defined as the capacity to limit the choices

of others and can be 'measured by the resources (e.g., time,

exprtise, money) accessible to the agency (Orum, Note 9).
,

The possibility for cooperation within a consortium is

greater if the parties have similar levels of power and,

access to resources. An (agency with adequate pow ;r and

resources to develop a child.care program without help

has less incentive to compromise so a mutually acceptable

project can be developed (Akinbode & Clark, 1976; Orum,

Note 9).

If the participants have equal power or access to resources,

there is greater likelihood they will cooperate. One agency

could not limit the choices of other consortium members

or design a project suited just to its own needs since
gistation..

50,
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the other members have the power to prevent this. There

is also 'a realization that unless the agencies pull to-

gether, no one will have the desired service 1(Orum, Note

9). The inability of an organization to accomplish certain

goals independently was found to be the primary motivation

for voluntary, interagency coordinftt6ii in .the Texas study

(Esterline, 1976).

The power and resources of the \kospital members varied.

One hospital had the financial resources to develop a center

by itself. However, the hospitals felt they were dependent

on each other for enough employees utilize a center

open 18 to 24 hours. Within the consortium, hospital

members had a similarlevel of power since, major decisions

required the consensus of the hospitals. A consensus was

'required, since one hospital could not pledge the support

of the others for the project. It was important to develop

a project that was mutually acceptable, because the hospi-

tals were to be responsible for the ongoing child care

project after the funding period ended.
-4

The hospital members had to reach a consensus on the project

site and services within a deadline to utilize the federal

funds. Unfortunately, the 'strongest /consensus (i.e., a

mutually acceptable and equally accessible single, leased
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site for 24-hour care) was not possible due- to the con-

-straints of the real estate market. An acceptable compro-

mise was not reached withinehe deadline, and the federal

funds were

The three social service agencies had expertise related

to child. care. The social service agencies had the power

to influence the decision-making process by when and wilwat

. information was presented. This power could have been

wielded more often and with greater force during the initial'

planning stage of the project. More education about the

cost and types of child care services (e.g., infant care,

sick care, family day homes) might have facilitated the

decision-making process of the hospital

The bigger powers have an advantage over their less powerful

counterparts even with contractual commitment. They 'have

a "fail-safe" mechanism, in the knowledge they have the

resources to establish a child care center even if the

group effort fails (Oruro, Note 9). The issue of uneven

power is a reason for requiring each participant to make

a "sacrifice" to enter the project. They would have some-

thing to lose if the project failed. A common but histo-
ft

rically effective method is to require all members to

contribute funds to participate. The mare powerful organi-

zations are forced to make a commitment to project success.
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Someone in the company will be held accountable for the

committedfunds.and be required to document project progress.

`participation to supervisors "(Bryant; Note'l; Esterline,

Note 4). 27-

A distinction can be made between participants as consumers

of services and designers of- the project in considering

the issue of pdtger. If potential participants have unequal-
.

levels 'of power or access to needed resources, -project

planners may want to circumvent related problems. '-One

effective way to avoid the problem is to define and deter-
.

mine the cost of 'established servjces fcfr the participant/

consumer. Financial commitment is required before the

consumer bas access to the services. The
ZP

services are

not dependent upon the participation of any one buyer.;

tetvice will continue even when. buyers drop out. The.

consumers do not participaxe in the design of the services.

They can buy. the services as they exist or provide funds

for services to be'established by child care experts-. Most

child care consortiums operating today subscribe to this

model.

For example, the Renilda Hilkemeyer Child Care Center (Texas.

Medical Center, Inc.) originally set up in 1968 by seven

hospitals2 now serves .subsidized and nohsubsidized employeeF.

54. ifs
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froth over twenty-three institutions. The administrative

advisory board and a committee of fiscal staff attend to

the administration and budget respectively of the center.

However, the designIng and operating of the center was

placed in the hands of the director, who has a Master's

level re Child Development (Whitehead, Note 11).

It is possible for organizations with different levels

of power or access to resources to cooperate to achieve

a mutual. goal. When the existence of the organizations

is threatened by a mutual, external threat or the organiza-

tions are dependent on each atile-r-:--for---survival, then these

__groups may pull. togethe: and cooperate. The Council:for

Labor and ,Industry established the Children's Village in

1976 primarily for workers in the garment industry to help

revitalize the industry, retain blue collar jobs, and

enhance- the economic health of Philadelphia (Bader Fried-

man, 1981).

Individual Power

The power of prospective project members must be considered

from the beginning; the selection process, qualifications,

and r.sponsibilities of individuals overseeing the project

(i.e., governing .board) should reflect an awareness of

the impact power can have on the success or failure of
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a joint project. Approach the highest level person (e.g.,

president,- chairman, administrator, executive director)

in the company with the invitation to join the project.

Present a fairly complete proposal and introduce joining

the project as a special opportunity for the company. Be

eloquent but accurate in describing the unique role the

company will play in the consortium. When top level

management is personally interested in a project, company

representatives to the consortium will he motivated to

work together since they will be held accountable for

project progress and outcome. The representatives must

be able to speak and make decisions for the organization,

or progress can be slow or nonexistent (Bryant, Note 1;

Esterline, Note 4). The administrative advisory board

to the Renilda Hilkemeyer Child Care Center in Houston

is composed primarily of the vice-presidents or chief admin-

istrators of the subsidizing institutions (Whitehead, Note

11).

When coordination of mental health services for the project

at.the Wheeler Clinic ici Connecticut encountered resistance
4

from various agencies, top level administrators of those

agencies were contacted for support. Only by clarifying

the role for each agency with irs diredtor was the mandate

for participation obtained and obstacles to cooperation

overcome (Engelhardt, Note 3).

5 6
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The representatives to the hospital project had different

levels of authority within their organizations. Some were

r'lle to make decisions for their hospital; others had to

ver: decisions with administrators. This -prolonged the

decision m.king process and frustrated consortium members.

Progress was sporadic, and decisions had to be "remade"

at subsequent meetings based on the feedback from hospital

administrators. Implementable decisions were made only

when the hospital administrators were directly involved.

Other consortiums have found that success or, failure was

'influenced by the level of authority involved from each

member organization. Even after 18 months of involvement

in the planning process, Middle Management level representa-

tives were unable to obtain their/ companies' commitment

to consortium management and the organizations dropped

out of the project (Rush, Note 10). Members of a second

project noted that they "had originally thought that the

later stages of coordination would be handled, except for

policy leve'l decisions, by the lower level of staff of

the agencies. However . . . the major work of coordination

has continued to be the resconsibility of top level leader-

ship" (p. 60, O'Toole et al., 19.72). A consortium forming

in Albuquerque, New Mexico was initiated by the city; the

mayor has tained commitments from 'pr,-sidents of two

private companies (McCabe, Note 8).

51
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Although there are potential problems related to the inter-

organizational issue of power, consortium planners should

not lose sight of the positive aspects of this potent influ-

ence on project success. Coordinators can share how power
,

is created or generated with other project members. "When

organizations come together they can generate more power

to attain goals than each could hdve attained by separate

effort" (p. 61, O'Toole et al., 1972). Each agency then

has access to the combined total of contacts held by those

organizations in the network (O'Toole et al., 1972).



CONFLICT

Key Points

1. The consortium can be viewed as a new game which needs
the rules and member roles to be clear y defined by
admiriTitors during stew time.

2.. During the initial meetings,- representatives from
each organization state the purpose for joining and
expected benefits of consortium pagxicipation. The
planner guides the discussion to a consensus'on project
purpose, goals and priorities; meribrTluthority and
responsibilities; decision-making model and governing
procedures; and acceptable means to reach, project
goals.'

3 Project planners should verify rather than assume
there is a consensus on the purpose and structure
of a federally funded project as described in the
proposal.

4. Conflict can be resolved through negotiation by consor-
tium members or mediation by the project planner or
a consultant.

5. Mediators can assist consortium members to resolve
conflicts themselves by analyzing and diagnosing the
problem, providing accurate and relevant information,
reducing interpersonal barriers, imprdv.ing decigion-
making procedures, or increasing the options under
consideration.

6. Potential sources of mediation expdrts include the
local, regional, or state mental health and education
agency; a local continuing education center; university
departments of social work, sociology, industrial
psychology; business administration, or educational
psychology, and the federal grant agency.

5-9
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Consortium planners can anticipate thecurrence of con-

flict by clearly defining rules and roles for participants,

identifying potential sources of conflict, and including

a process of conflict resolution in the framework 'of the,

consortium (Litwak & Hylton, 1962).

There. are some conditions which predispose organizations

toiconflict including:.

- - competition for scarce resources;

partial interdependence of organizations;

awareness the interdependence exists (Litw k &

Hylton, 1962);

-- lack of domain consensus (overlap services
provided to the community);

- - draw similar or complementary 'resources from the
same sources (hospital personnel, from the same

labor market)_;

- - provide similar services to same, group;

provide similar services in the same area of the
community;

dissimilar or narrow goals held for the consortium;

-- differences in criteria for division of consortium
benefits among organizations; and.

- - a, tendency for group goals to be sacrificed in

favor of more narrow, self-'serving goals of indi-
vidual' orgarilzations (Akinbode & Clark, 1976).
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The Consortium Game

A consortium can be viewed as a game which should have

the roles and rules clearly defined during the initial

meeting (Litwak & Hylton, 1962; Orum, Note 9). This is

best accomplished by the chief administrators who may be

the only agency members with the authority to make the

necessary concessions- to reach an agreement (Kriesberg,

X982). Once these_ ground rules are made and understood,

there will be less confusion and clearer communication

when delegates of _the administrators attend consortium

meetings. Clear ground rules are especially important

when members are competitive; concern about protection

of self interests and "turf" issues is lessened (Engel-

hardt, 1982,. Note 3).

Agreement on consortium purpose and structure will help

develop group cohesiveness and a sense of common purpose.

Project planners can guide the discussion to a consensus

on project purpose', goals, and priorities; member authority

and responsibilities; decision-making model and governing

procedures; and acceptable mews to reach project goals.

The planner can use a flipchart or blackboard to write

statements made by each member so the participants' atten-

tion can be fc,:.used cm similarities and differences (Pelosi,

1982).
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CooTnators of federally funded projects may want to verify

rather than assume members share the same interpretation

of the objectives, tasks, responsibilities, budget, and

timeline stated in the proposal. Even when members have

individually read and agreed to participate in the project'

as stated in the proposal, it is advisable to jointly review

and interpret the proposal. A consensus should be reached

before action is taken, or a muddled picture of the project

may result.

The hospital administrators'were asked to express their

goals and expectations of the roject individually but

not in a group. There was disagreement on how to achieve

the purpose of the project, which services to initially

r offer, and which options to pursue in establishing a site.

Priorities and preferences had to be established before

decisions cOuld be made, to pursue an option; decisions

were further delayed since the representatives 'had to verify

choices with administrators.

Methods of Csonflict Resolution

Members can include three leirels of conflict'resolution

go

in consortium plans. Which level used will depend ono the

severity and duration of the ciinflict. Consortium members

may be able to resolve the confli6t through negotiation
!0
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among themselves; members may need the mediation services

of the project planner; or participants may require the

expertise of an individual who has experience in handling

community relations problems or dealing with conflict among

competing organizations (Ovum, Note 9).

Consortium planners can anticipate the need for negotiation

between members by establishing formal and informal lines

of communication during the initial stages or-the project.

These clearly defined channels of communication- can be

helpful in resolving project conflicts and in facilitating

interagency cooperation. The clos,p cooperation and communi-

cation,established between the Wheeler Clinic and the Family

Relations -C4fice of the Superior Court during the project

has continued and resulted- in more cooperative ventures,

clarification of policies, and an enhanced working relation-

ship. Court officers and clinicians can utilize this

working relationship to clarify roles and tasks when

"sticky" cases come to court (Engelhardt, Note 3).

Representatives with the authority to make necessary compro-

mises will be required to quickly resolve the conflict

between members (Ja9kson & King, 1983). Administrators

need information. to make sound decisipns for the project.

A trusted individual with the necessary information ready
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at the appropriate times will facilitate decision- making.

If the planner does not have this information, the adminis-

trators may need to consult an expert before making a joint

decision (Kriesberg, 1982).

Several Hospital Project members suggested that the full

authority and responsibility for decision-making should

be held by the organizations who want to sponsor chil7d

care for their employees. The employers,- with the guidance

of the project planner, would dedide when and who to' consult

to perform a needs assessment, analyze prograll costs, design

a child care program, locate a facility, train program

staff, or evaluate tie program (U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1982)..

When a consensus cannot be reached throdgh employer negotia

tion, group cohesiveness, morale, and productivity may

deteriorate. Project planners should be alert to warn-

ing signals of apathy, tardiness, absences, inatt nt.iveness,

and open hostility and use their mediating skill to iden-

tify and resolve the underlying conflict (M rab, 1982). .

It may be helpful for planners to keep in mind the central

objective of mediation is to assist the employers to resolve

the conflict themselves by reaching a mutually acceptable

agreement. Planners can use a variety of methods to achieve

this objective, including analyzing and diagnosing the
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problem, providing accurate and relevant information; reduc-

ing interpersonal barriers, improving decision-making proce-

dures, and increasing theoptions under consideration by

the employers (Kriesberg, 1982).

Project planners can facilitate conflict resolution 119

informing consortium members of the likely consequences

of each available option, The planner can elaborate and

clarify the statements of the disagreeing parties and iden.-
,;

tify similarities between the expressed opinions and,prefer-
----

ences (Litwak & Hylton, 1962). This can be done during

or before a group meeting. When the planner meets individu-

ally with the consortium members, they have an opportunity

to "1 t off steam," which can reduce the level of tension

within the group. Planners can keep the lines of communica-

tion open between meetings with a written summary of member

opinions and preferences and accepted or rejected options,

and a list of decisions to be made at futurc meetings

(Kriesberg, 1982; Magrab, 1982).
7

If members are in a stalemate over a vital point, the

planner may suftest that members modify the decision-making

process, temporarily table the problem and move on to a

less controversial topic, or break the problem into smaller

steps which can be more easily resolved. If, members con-
,

iinue to be stuck, the planner can point out options the
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members hav &not considered or encourage members to brain-

storm solutio9s. The solutiops are not. evaluated until

all ideas have been expressed. The members can then evalu-

ate the solutions and identify feasible and mutually accep-

table alternatives (Kriesberg, 1982). If the new alterna-

tive is a major change, it will probably require the

sanction of the administrators, since they may not atree

.with the decisions made by their representatives. Urge

the administrators to attend the next meeting-with both

verbal and written invitations which describe the alterna-

tives under consideration. When a leased site could ,not

be found in a location, specified. by the hospitals, several

alternatives were discussed (e.g., build of purchase a

single site or develop two sites) but...a consensus was not

reached until administrators met.

When the conflict continues despite the mediation efforts

of .the_ project planners, the services oE an expert may

be required to ,successfully resolve the conflict so the

project' can continue. This point becomes especially rele-

vant whe., the project is on a deadline, as in the case

of.a federal grant.

Potential sources, of mediation experts inclite local,

regional or state mental health and education agencies;
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a local contiruing education center; university departments

of social work, sociology, industrial psychology, business

administration, or educational psychology (Magrab, 1982);

,or the federal grant agency if applicable (Orum, Note 9).



SUMMARY OF STRATEGIES FOR CORSORTIJJM PLANNERS

Cooperation

1. After a ,provsal for a child care consortium has been

initiated, stew time mist be allowed for the potential

members to consider how' great is their commitment

(Orum, Note 9).

2. Project planners are responsible -for the structure

and productivity of this time .period. The planner

can structure stew time as follows (Orum, Note 9):

a. Define the purpose and present the potential bene-

fits of the project in an explicit way; use.' a

written and visual format (e.g., lists, charts,

graphs, and so on).

b. Outline anticipated costs and any problems members

may face.

c. Inform potential participints what will be expected
)1*

of them. State the commitment (.e.g, financial

or contractual) and responsibilities tbey

be expected to assume if they join tl-e prcject.

If applicable, discuss the grant aPpl;cation

process and associated responsibn it: E.)4 of noten-

tial participants.

69
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d. State the type of coordination ,which is being

'planned. Ir most child care consortiums, there

is no central authority present and autonomous

organizations co'e together voluntarily, without

the sanction of a governing body; the coordination

is "unmanaged" or simply "voluntary" (Esterline,

1976).

e. Educate the potential participants about day care

to dispel myths and misconceptions (i.., what

quality day care involves, types available, costs

required).

f. Elicit clear goals- from the consortium; clarify

contradictory expectations.

The first four points can be discussed individually

with the potential participants by the planners, who

utilize their salesmanship talents to generate interest

and excitement for the project. The first four points

are reviewed, and the last two points discussed in

a group.meeting.

3. The commitment to success and a sense of ownership

Can be enhanced by formulating goals together for

the consortium. The project coordinator could' begin

this process by pointing out similarities between

individual agency goals. These similarities can become
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the basis for both short and long term consortium

goals.

4. Two important responsibilities rf the project. coordi-

nator
/
are to assist potential participants in clarify-

ing both individual- agency goals and joint consortium

goals and to point out contradictory or conflicting

goals. Why the goals are contradictory and which

has priority must be determined to orevent later con-

flicts and possible project failure.

5. A heavy requirenent for financial and contractual

commitment encourages prospective members to determine

whether or not the costs to their indivilual agencies

are outweighed by the benefits expected from consortium

participation.

6. A sense of ownership for the project must be examined,

since it is a reflection of commitment to the project.

Cooperation within the consortium is also influenced

by the shared history of the participantd: a history

of competition can adversely affect the ability of

participants to wor- together (Lauderdale, Note 7).

7. If there is no shared history or a history of conflict

and comdetition, planners can try to build a history

of cooperation among the organizations (Lauderdale;

Note 7):

a. Remember the goal is to build commitment to the

present project by creating positive relationships
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and encovaging' productive, constructive decision-

making methods.

b. Call to mind other cooperative efforts that some

cr all of the participants were involved in.

c. Involve participants fOr the project in short-term

and simple ventures that have a high potential

for successful resolution. Keep in mind that

building a history takes time; use stepping stones

'made of much less risky ventures. (E. .g., the

organizations Could draft a joint resolution to

the stay legislature in support of mandatory,

car= safety restraints for children.)

d. Creat' a,pleasant feeling of accomplishment among

the participants. If they have been competit&s,

Y re actually trying to cliange the perceptions

(opinions and attitudes) they have of each other.

Build up a ghilo_ophy of cooperation and a history

of successful completion of,joint proiects.

Economic Utility

8 Speaking the same language about the ecoomic utility

of a project is one way t demonstrate that the project

planners appreciate the importance of this issue to

auwini§trators ("Selling daycare," 1981).

9. Potential members must determine if the noneconomic

benefits are worth the actual costs of consortium
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participation. A detailed cost analysis and budggt

will assist employers to weigh the costs and benefits

of consortium participation. The cost analysis, should

be very thorough and include both start-up and operat-

ing costs; the prOportion of costs to be covered by

employer subsidies and user fees; in-kind services

pledged by employers; and cost breakdown of proposed

services (U.S.' Dept. of Labor, 1982).

10. Project planners, must address any employer concerns

associated with providing child care as a benefit,

including the reluctance of employers to add child

car& to the existing employee benefit package if there

is concern that the project wilj fail or be short

term and the apparent inequity of providing child

cave as-an employee benefit.

11. Employees are less likely to develop unrealistic

expectations if they are kept informed of all the

alternatives under consideration, receive periodic

progress reports, are ii'le aware or-time and budget

limitations, and participate in an advisory capacity

to project plan ers.

Iir

Power

12. Power can be defined as the capacity to limit the

choices of others and can be measured by the resources
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(e.g., time, money, expertise) accessible to the

agency. A consortium has a greater chance for success

if the p" icipants have similar levels of power and

access to resources. One agency could not limit the

choices of other consortium members or design a project

.11/4

suited just to its own needs since the other members

have the power to prevent this. There is also a\reali-

zation that, unleis the agencies pull together, no

one will have the desired service (Orum, Note 9).

13. The bigger powers have an.advantage over their less

powerful counterparts even with contractual commit-

ment. They have a "fail-safe" mechanism in the know-

ledge they have the resources to establish a child

care center even if the group effort fails (Orum,

ote e s a reason for

requiring each participant to make a "sacrifice" to

enter the project. They

if the project, failed.

would have something to lose

A common but historically

effective method is to require all members to contrib-

ute funds to participate.

14. A distinction can bt made' between participants as

consumers of services and designers of the project
is

in considering the issue of power. If potential par-

ticipants have unequal levels of power or access to

needed resources, project planners may want to circum-

vent related problems. One effective way to avoid
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the problem is to define and determine the cost of

established services for the participant/consumer.
0

Financial commitment is required before the consumer

has access to the services. The services are not

dependent upon the participation of any one buyer;

the service will continue even when buyers drop out.

Conflict

15. Consortium planners can anticipate the occurrence

of conflict by clearly defining rules and roles for

participants, identifying potential sources of con

flict, and including a process of conflict resolution

in the framework of the consortium (Litwak & Hylton,

1962).

1-6,--A----conso_r_tium can be viewed as a game which should

have the roles and rules clearly defined during the

initial meeting (Litwak 6, Hylton, J962; Orum, Note 9).

During the initial meetings, representatives from

each organization state the purpose for joining and

expected benefits of consortium participation. The

planner guides the discussion to a consensus on project

purpose, goals and priorities; member authority and

responsibilities; decision-making model and governing

procedures; and acceptable means to reach project

goals.
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17. Coordinators of federally funded projects may want

to verify rather than assume members share the same

interpretation of the objectives, tasks, respxifibili-

ties, budget, and timeline stated in the proposal.

Even when members have individually,. read and agreed

to participate in the project as stated in the pro-

posal, it is advisable to jointly review and interpret

the proposal: A consensus should be reacned before

action is taken, or a muddled picture of the project

may result.

18. Conflict can be resolved through r by consor-

tium members or mediation by they prOect planner or

a consultant.

19. When a Consensus cannot be renhed )rough employer

negotiation, group cohesiveness, :torn"; , and productiv-

ity may deteriorate. Pr=oject p;-!,-,As should be ale.

to the ELEILag sigmls nf apathy, tardiness, absenc 4

inattentiveness, and hostility and use th_ir

mediating skills to identify and resolve the undi-ilying

conflict (Magrab, 1982).

O. Mediators can assist consortium members to re ,olve

con licts themselves by analyzing and diagnosing the

prr.Llem, pro, :ding accurate and relevant loformation,

reduci-Ag interpersonal barriers, improving decision -

maFing procedures, or increasing the opt_ons under

cons,leration (Kriesberg, 1982).

7
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21. Potential sources of mediation exeerts include the

local, regional, or state mental .:ealth and education

agency; a local continuing educatirm center; university

departments of social work, swiology,, industrial

psychology, business administr.atIsn, or ecliational

psychology (Magrab, 1982), and federal 0,rant agency

(Orum, Note 9).

/"-
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1. Bryant, D., Executive Director of Urban Affairs,
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vill , Connecticut. Personal communication, December
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ion, January 6, 1984.
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tenter, Washington, D.C. Personal communication,
December 20, 1983.
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of Texas at Austin, School of Social Work. Personal
Communication,November 22, 1983, February 9, 1984.

8. McCabe, S., Department of Human Services, Albuquerque,
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1984.
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November 7 & 22, 1983, December 20, 1983.
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Program, Contra Costa Children's Council, Concord,
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Center, TeXas Medical Center, Inc., Houston, Texas.
Personal communication, January 9, 1984.
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Hospital EmployeChild Care Project #90CW670/01
Final Report (Jan.-March)

The focus of the final quarter has been on completing Child Care

Consortiums by Employe:s: Four Interorganizational Issues to Consider

When Developing a Joint Project, a manual of information and suggestions

for groups considering joint child care projects. The manual has both

theoretical and practical components. The theoretical framework is based

on information presented by the consultants and gleaned from a review of

pertinent literature. Examples which illustrate a:Ld clarify discussion

of the four interorganizational issues were elicited during interviews wiCa

former Hospital Project members and with members of other group ventures.

The Austin Child Guidance and Evaluation Center (ACGEC) subcontracted

_ with-Anthony Orum, Ph.D. and Michael Lauderdale, Ph.D. (both with the

University of Texas at Austin) for their services as Consultants for the

Hospital Project. During the final quarter, they reviewed the final draft

of the manual for clarity in presentation ind application of the interor-

ganizational issues and provided editorial suggestions.

Dr. Lauderdale' also stated that at a future date; ACGEC could consider

expanding the manual into a workbook. The workbook could "walk" project

planners through the process of developing a consortium from an interorgan-

izational perspective.

ACGEC also subcontracted with Ms. Diane Hawk Spearly for her services

as a :onsultant. She has experience and contacts in the field of employer-

sponsored child care. Ms. Spearly has participated in all phases of tie

manual development including gathering and reviewing information. Ms.

Spearly is co-author of the manual.
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The following individuals have also been generous Ath their time,

suggestions, and verbal support. They reviewed the initial draft of the

manual to verify the accuracy of their citations and to determine if they

could provide additional examples or information.

Richard L. R. Engelhardt, A.C.S.W.
The Wheeler Clinic, Inc._
1573 Meriden Waterbury Turnpike
Milldale, Connecticut 06467

Abby Griffin
Broadca-,ters' Child Development Center
5701 Broad Branch Road
Washington, DC 20015

Bruce Kosanovic
Choices for Children
1500 Artridge Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

Marjorie P. Whitehead
Director
Renilda Hilkemeyer Child Care Center
5614 HMC St.
Houston, Texas 77021

The interviews with members of other consortiur ventures continued

in January 1984; examples drawn from these interviews are included in the

final draft of the manual.

Donna Bryant
Manager Community Affairs
Galveston-Houston Co.
P,O. Box 2207
Houston, Texas 77001

Bruce Esterline
Executive Director
Corporate Child Development Fund
510 S. Congress Si. #122
Austin, Texas 78704

Sally McCabe
Dept. of Human Services
City. of Albuquerque

P.O. Box 1293
Albuquerque, 'New Mexico 87103
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Louisa Rush
Contra Costa Children's Council
2253 Concord Blvd.
Concord, California 94520

Please see the Executive Summary for the dissemination plan. The

synopsis of the Manual contents and list'ng of whe'sre copies can be

obtained will be submitted to the listed organizations in late

the manual has been reviewed by ERIC. If accepted, interested

will be.able to obtain reprints from ERIC also. A copy of the

is attached.

March after

readers

synopsis
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Executive Summary

Background and Objectives of Project

In January 1982, Austin Child Guidance and Evaluation Center (ACGEC)

informed the administrators of the six major hospitals in Austin that the

Office of Human Development Services (HDS) was seeking preapplications

for the funding of strategies for developing new sources_of family support

for working parents. The strategies were to emphasize met-Aods for

assisting parents to obtain and maintain adeqlate child care arrangements

and for demonstrating to employers the bLaefits of family-oriented practices

(e.g. 1Aucel turnover, reduced absenteeism ond tardineSs, increased

productivity,\ enha iced lecruitment, and improved' employee morale). Four

hospitals agreed to join ACGEC in the application.

The hospital community wz.s selected by ACGEC to participate in the pro-

ject due to the great need f-r child care experienced by employees with

24 hour shift work and the problems experienced by employers trying to

replace their highly trained technical staff who were absent or tardy dueo
child care problems.

HD§ approved the preapplication request for a child care consortium

and advised ACGEC to include the local provider of Head Start services*

in the project to eliminate duplication of services, mamimize.the value

of federal funds, and provide access-to expertise in child .care. Child

Incorporated was subcontracted to provide the requested child care services.

A needs assessment was required to determine employees' needs and preferences

for .child care; Austin Families Incorporated won a bid to conduct the needs

assessment and a longitudinal evaluation of the project.

//
HDS approved the proposal to create a joint hopital =ployee child

care project 1.1 Austin involving the three social service agencies (ACGEC,



Austin Families Inc., and Child Inc.) and four rrivate (Seton

Medical Center, Shoal Creek, St. David's Community Hospital, . 'd Holy

Cross). The budget period for the $107,416.00 award was 9/30/6' :-.hrough

2/28/84. The bulk of the award wao budgeted as start up funds to Ls-,

the problem of start up lag and to enable t , .voject to become st:,

*while the participating hospitals decided how 5-1- "hild care proji:':.

to be ultimately organized and maintained folluy the demonstrarlo-;

period..

This project was considered innovative hecil'L.s it involved coordination

of four hospitals and three social services and proposA to blend both

center and family day home care. This blend was designed to meet the need

of the individual employee by providing the stability of center care with

the flexibility of family day homes,.'

The proje:t participants hoped zo .reate quality child care, improve

parent's job performance, and thereby provic,e a private-sector model for

employer-based child care. A..".2 specifically, the stated goal. of this

demonstration project wart:

1) to provide initiative for working parent: to continue participating in
the economy with little worry concerning Ltuld-care arrangements;

2) to provide further emotional suppurt for working families by offering
a developmental and mental health child-care program. Such a prograz
would include parenting classes, diagnoStic educational and , mental
health screening and follow-up for those children needing irther atten-
tion, and an in-class curriculum developed to enhance the znild's
current developmental potential;

3) to provide a model for_ cooperative private-sector emphasis on quality.
of family life through liberalized personnel policies, while vrovidiug
the employers with measurable proof that these policies can be
economically beneficial for their facilities (substantiating
by measuring reductions in turnover and absenteeism, eased rec-u went

of medical personnel in the currently tight medical personnel 1..s",:t
and reductions in turnover in night shift employees); and

4) to provide a model for an innovative corperative pri,,ate sector model
for employer-based family support by allowing several facilities to

combine resources.



Each of the three social service agencies had a project role which

corresponded to the purpose and phiiosophy of the agency. The Austin

Child Guidance and Evaluation Center is a private non-profit agency which

has been in existence for'over thirty yearP. The Austin Child Guidance

and Evaluation Center provides multi-disciplinary assessment and treatment

services to children and adolescents (0-17 years of age) who are experiencing

emotional, behavioral, or developmental diffick.lties and is the only

agency in the ten-county area dedicated exclusively to mental health needs

of children, adolescents, and their families. ACGEC was grant achlinistrator,

project coordinator, and consultant for tht\devel4nentalimental health

curriculum of the child care program.

Child Incorporated is a private non-pro t corporation established for

the purpose of conducting and researching projects related to day care and

child development. Child Incorporated has been in ....astence for ten years.

It currently operates sixteen child development centers and a family day home

system which serves approximately 1,200 children. Child I cbrporated

utilizes a developmental approach in its operatic of child care facilities.

,-3Chid Incorporated wa subcontracted to provide the requested child care

services.

Austin Families Inc. was established as a priat, non-profit

corporation in,1978. The goal of Austin Families Inc., is the development

of resources to respond to the unmet needs of Austin's ork:171g parent..

and their children. The role of Austin FamilieS Inc. is to assist maplOyers

that are concerned about the impact that child care problems have on the,

workplace. Austin Families Inc, conducts child care feasibility studies,

which-assess the employees'. child care needs and explore the costs and

benefits of various child care benefit plans. AuStin 'amilies also works

to expand the supply of high qualtiy care in the community, as well as

89



providing a telephone information and referral service--the Childcare

Switchboard. Austin Families Inc. conducted the initial needs assessment

and was subcontracted to conduct a longitudinal evaluation of the project.

The four area hospitals (Seton Medical Center, St. David's Community

Hospital, Holy Cross Hospital, and Shoal Creek Hospital) agreed to support

employee involvement and to help decide which child care services to offer

'based on the results of the needs assessment. The hospitals promised

in-kind services to the center such as the services of the employee health

nurse. The hospitals shared the responsibility of deciding how the ongoing

child care project was to be organized, supported, and administered (e.g.

nonprofit corporation, hospital subsidies) after the demonstration period.

It was also proposed that the participating hospitals establish a jointly

held account or contingency fund which would help to subsidize the cost

of major equipment failures (e.g. air conditioning, plumbing), as well as

other expenses related to developing high quality programming within the

child care facility and day hpmes such as screening for developmental

problems and parent training.

Outcome of Project

Although the intention of the project was to see if a:cooperative

venture in employer-sponsored child care cculd succeed, such a venture

was not successful despite everyone's efforts and good intentions. 'A

year of searching and meetings did not yield an available child care site

which was jointly acceptable to the hospital representatives. Agreement

was reached on the initial services to offer after a year of negotiations:

and modifications to the initial suggestions made by the social service,

agencies.

Although the H _oital Employee Child Care Project was over as

originally envisioned, a proposal was made to use a portion of the federal
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funds to partially fulfill an objective of the gran-. In reviewing the

process and outcome of the project, it became obvious that the participants

cotld share what had been learned with other consortiums. HDS approved

the revision which addresses the fourth objective of the project: to

provide an innovative cooperative model among the private sector for

employer-based family support by allowing several facilities to combine

resources. The goal of the revision was to produce a manual of information

and suggestions for groups considering similar projects.

Change In Scope of Project

Child Care Consortiums By Employers: Four Interorganizational

Issues to Consider When Developing a Joint Project is intended as a useful

tool for groups considering similar joint child care projects. After

reading the manual, project initiators will be more sensitive to four potent

influences on the consortium process and outcome and will be able to incor-

porate an interorganizational perspective in tl,eir consortium plans. Project

initiators will also have information uhich cats assi,t them in assessing

the feasibility of developing a join- child care project in their community.

The discussion includes: ways consortiums tan be viewed from the

perspective of these four related issues; how cooperation, economic utility,

power, and conflict may be demonstrated in a joint project; and guidelines

for similar projects derived from the discussion of each interorganizational

issue.

The manual has both th,.retical and practical comPonents. The

theoretical framework is based on information presented by the consultants

and gleaned from a review of pertinent literature. Examples which illustrate

and clarify discussion of the folir interorganizational issues, were elicited

during interviews with former Hospital Project members and with members of

other group ventures.



Members of other group ventures were requested to provide information

on the origin of their project. structure of the governing board, proce-

dures for decfsion making and conflict resolution, guidelines for financial

and contractual commitment and descriptions and solutions for problems

encountered.

The Austin Child Guidance and Evaluation Center (ACGEC) subcontracted

with Anthony Orum, Ph.D. and Michael Lauderdale, Ph.D. for their services

as Consultants for the hospital Project. They provided suggestions on how

to refine and strengthen the exit interview instruments to better obtain

4'

informative and candid responses from the project participants. They

reviewed and edited the drafts of the manual for clarity in presentation and

application of the interorganizational issues.

---
ACGEC also subcontracted with Ms. Diane Hawk Spearly for her services

as a consultant. She has experience and contacts in the field of employer

sponsored child care. It was more time and cost-effective for Ms. Spearly
A..

to assist with the data collection and analysis than for ACGEC to start

this process from "scratch" or to request the assistance of Drs. Laud. le

and Orum. Ms. Spearly has participated in all phases of the manual develnprdent

including gathering and reviewing information and editing the first through

final drafts of the manual.

Members of the Hospital Project were interviewed during November and

December 1983. Although some members were initially hesitant, those interviewed

were candid about their perceptions of the project and generous with their

suggestions for groups considering similar projects. The exit interviews also

provided a sense of closure to the joint venture. The member agencies will

be provided with a copy of the manual.

The following individuals have been generous with their time, suggestions,

and verbal support. They agreed to review the initial draft of the manual
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to verify the accuracy of their citations and to provide additional '-examples

or information.

1. Donna Bryant
Manager Community Affairs
Galveston-Houston Co.
P.O. Box 2207
Aiouston, Texas 77001

2. Richard L. R. Engelhardt, A.C.S.W.
The Wheeler Clinic, Inc.
91 Northwest DriVe
Plainville, Connecticut 06062

3. Bruce Esterline
Executive Director
Corporate Child Development Fund
510 S. Congress St. 122
Austin, Texas 78704

4. Abby Griffin
Broadcasters' Child Development Center
5701 Broad Branch Rd.
Washington, DC 20015

5. Bruce Kosanovic
Choices for Children
1500 Artridge Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94087

6. Marjorie P. Whitehead
Director
Renilda Hilkemeyer Child Care Center
5614 HMC St.
Houston, Texas 77021

These individuals were interviewed by telephone and ptovided information.

suggestions, and examples which have been included in the manual:

7. Sally McCabe
Department of Human Services
City of Albuquerque
P.O. Box 1293
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103

8. Louise Rush
Contra Costa Children's Council
2253 Concord Blvd.
Concord, California 94520

The following individuals. have expressed interest in and support for the

:''manual and have requested a copy of the finished product. Ms. Friedman
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provided the names of several individuals who have been involved in

consortium negotiations.

9. Ida Bacase
Federal Women's Program Manager
Federal Communications Commission
1919 M. St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20554

10. Joan Bergstrom, Ed.D.
Professor & Chairperson
Department of Professional Studies

in Early Childhood
45 Pilgrim Road
Boston, Massachusetts 02215-4176

11. Ginger Blalock
Stephanie Bossard
Sandra Hamilton
Gale Spear
Child Development Department
Austin Community College
P. O. Box 2285
Austin, Texas 78768

12. Dana Friedman.
The Conference Board

,845 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

13. Charles Pekow
U.S.A. Day Care Newsletter
8701 Georgia Avenue Suite 800
Silverspring, Maryland 20910

Mr. Pekow has stated he will briefly describe the manual and list where

interested individuals can obtain copies of the manual in an upcdming edition

of the newsletter.

Dissemination of Manual

The final report, executive summary, and manual will be submitted to

the'se two clearinghouses:

1. Project SHARE
P.O. Box 2309
Rockville,' Maryland 20852

2. ERIC
805 West Pennsylvania Avenue

--Uxbama,_Illinnis 61801-48_92
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Information about the manual will also be available through these two resource

services:

3. Boulder Child Care Support Bibliography Center
P.O. Box 791
Boulder, Colorado 80306

The manual will be listed in the annotated bibliography of the center: reprints

of the manual will be available at ten cents per page.
4. Catalyst Library

Corporate Child Care Resources
14E 60th Street
New York, New York 10022

Although individual orders for copies of the manual will not be available

through the Catalyst Library, information will be accessible through the on-line

computer data base.

Of course copies -)f the manual can be obtained by contacting the

Austin Child Guidance and Evaluation Center as long as the very limited

supply lasts.

A synopsis of the manual contents and listing of where interested

readers can obtain copies will b( submitted to the following organizations

for possible inclusion -n upcoming editions of their publications:

5. National Association of Hospital Affiliated
Child Care Programs

c/o Mr. Mark Podolner
Illinois Masonic Medical Center
Lakeview Child Care Center
900 W. Oakdale Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60657

6.\ SEDL.Newsletter.
/o Dr. Renato Espinozc,

Southwest Educational Developmental Laboratory
211\E. 7th Street .

Austin',,, Texas 7E701

7. Texas Institute fcr Families
8002 Bellaire Blvd. 011122
Houston, Texts 77:Y 6

8. Zero to Three Bu7:.t.Ln
National Center f,r ninical.Infart Programs
815 15th Street N W. Svite 300
WqshingrunTIT---2! J(:5'

L. .4
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9. Infant Parent Training Program & "Kid's/oalition Group"
c/o Madeline Sutherland
3804 Cherrywood
Austin,'Texas 78722

10. National Campaign for Child Daycare for Working Families
P.O. Box 28687
Washington, D.C. 20005

11. Friends of the Family
Box 40645
Washington, D.C. 20016

12. High/Scope Resource
c/o The High/Scope Educational Research Foundation

-- . 600 North River Street
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197-2898

13. Austin Association for the Education of Young Children
c/o Mary Burson-Polston, President
12112 Wycliff
Austin, Texas 78759

14. Texas Department of Human Resources
Editor'
TexasChild Care Quarterly

0

15. National Association for the Education of'Young Children
c/o Young Children
1834 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C.'" 20009

16. Denver Child Care Consortium
c/o Cindy Wunderlich
2595 South Williams St.
Denver, Colorado 80210

17. The Bush Foundation Training Program in Child
Development and Social Policy

Graduate School of Education
U.C.L.A.
Los Angelos, California 90024

18. Sue DUrio, -Editor
Texas Hospital Association Magazine
453-7204

19. Gwen Morgan
Wheelock College Center for Parenting Studies'
200 The Riverway
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
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Points to Consider

11-

The,following nine points will'be of interest to project planners who

submit itant proposais'at the local, state, or federal level andare covered

in greater detail in Child Care Consortiums By Employers: nut- Interorganiza-
-

tional Issues To Consider When Developing A Joint Project.

1. Although the Hospital Project was unsuccessful in establishing a child

.1+

- .1

care ptogram, the members felt some benefits were derived from participating

in the consortium. The hospital representatives are more knowledgeable

-about the complexity of child care and the adilable option's for single

and group employek-sponsored child care. The needs assessment provided

information on the child care needs andpriorities or emplOyees.(e:g. sick

care,' night care,.early morning Calve). Hospital employees areaware..

. .

'their emploYerepur'sued child care even though'it was an unsuccessful

venture..One hospital is purstilng axlifferent type of employer-sponsored

child care through a:demotstration voucher ptoject. Additionally, firm
. .

professdOnal links have developddd'Vetween the three social service agencies.

2. The hospital members had- to reach9a consensus on the project-site and

services within adeadline to utilize the federal funds. UnfRrtunately,

the strongest consensus (i.e. a mutually acceptable and equally .accessible
.

single, leased site for 24-hour4Fare) was not po. ssible due to.the

constraints of the real estate market. An acceptable compromise was

not reached within the deadline and the federal funds were

. 3. The hospital administrators were asked to express their goald and '
.

expectations of the project individually but not in
/0

a group. There was

disagreement on how to_achieve the purpose.of the project, which-iirvices

to initially offer, and which options to pursue in establishing asite.

Priorities,and preferences had to be established before decisions could

be made to pursue' an....Aption; decisions were further delayed since the

representativia"had to verify'chOiCee-with administiator.

9 7
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-7
4. There was some ambivalence and misunderstanding about the joint goals

for the Hospital Project and'discrepancy between some individual agency

and consortium goals. This stalled progress on the'project and caused

frustration since members were unclear about which was the most appropriate

option to pursue. For example, the'hospiials wanteda high visibility

program; there was concern' that combining the Hospital Project with

Head Start services (Child Inc.) would dilute the impact 9f hospital-sppnsore
41'

child care on the employees and the community. This concern was in conflict
ea

with the project objective to demonstrate a cost-effective; Private-

sector model for employelf-supported child card since the inclusion. of

Child Inc. in-kirid services and expertise enhanced.the possibility of

a cost-effective model and reduced the risk of underutilieation of the
-

servipes.

5, .Cooperation within any consortium is influenced by the impetus for the

project and the -shared history of the participants. Both Of these

factors can affect the commitment of organizations, to the joint child
N

care project and the eventual outcome. Hospital Project planners were

aware of some facets of.the shared history.of the hospitals at the,

beginning of the project; other information was obtained serendipitiously

throughout the project. The scrutiny `of historical influences Performed

'at the close of the project reveale&infOrmatLon that would have been

Useful in designing the project.

Tbehospitals share a history of .cooperation and competition. Thee

hospitals cooperate on health care issues such as patient transfer

agreements, emergency back up agreements, 'and joint educationalwervices
.

for staff members.' While there has been some differentiation of services

offered by the hospitals in Auitin, there is still overlap and competition
.-

One administrtor described the hospitals as "fiercely independent"band .

OS
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and determined to maintain a share o f the health services market.

Some representatives noted a recent decline. in the "informal cooperatiye

efforts" between the hospitals; the hospital'adMinistrators are."more

aware" of,the competitive environment in which they operate.

6. Although the ultimate goal may be to have local hospitals cooperating on
e

a joint child care project, it may be necessary to reach this goal

4
gra.lually. If there is, a history of.illtense conflict between hospitals

af.

.it-may be' very difficultor impossible to overcome this competition
.

\ind develop a child are program. Project planners may want to consider

initially inviting one or two aospitals and several organizations from

allied health fields (eg. nursing homes and visiting nurse serviteq to

join the consortium. Once the project is successfully underway,l otherconsortium.
A

4 \
hospitals and health organizations can be invited into t?he project as

'members with full rights and responsibilities. 'The entire process may

take several years to achieve, a point which.requites special consideration.

by planners who submit grant proposals at the local, state or federal

level.

7. The -representatives to the hospital project had difgrent level's of

authority within their organizations. Some were able to make decisions'
.

(for their hospital, others had to verify decisiOns with administrators.

This prolonged the decision making process and frUstrated consortium
.

. ' / . . .

members. Progress was sporadic and decisions had to be "remade" at

.--,-, 0
subsequent meeti gs based on the feedback from hospital administrators.

, .
11

--)

. Implementabledecisions were made onlywhen the hospi. administrators
.

t

were directly involved. .
,/

8. Thd power and resources of the hospital members varied. One hospital had
6

.

the fiftancial resources to develoi:a'cinter by itself. However, the

.
hospitals felt.they were dependent on each other for enough employees to



utilize a center open 18 to 24 hours, Within the consortium, hospital

(
members had a similar level of power since majar decisions required the

consensus of the hospitals. A consensus was required since one hospital

.

could not pledge the support of the'others for the project. It was

important to 'develop a project that was mutuallyacceptablebecause the

, .

hospitals were to be respbnsible for the ongoing child care project after

the funding period ended.

9. The three social service agencies had expertise.related to child care. The

social service agencies had power to influence the decision-making

process by when and what information was-presented. ThislpOwet could

have been wielded: more often and with greater force during the initial,

plannpg.stage of,the project. More education about the cost and types

of child care services (e.g. infant -care, 'sick care, family day homed)

might have facilitated the deelsion-making.procesS of the hospital

representatives:

Recommendations

These recommendations are covered in greater dgtail .in the manual and

will be of interest and use to consortium planners and members;
,

A. Cooperation

1. After a proposal for
time.must be allowed
is their commitment.

.Project planners are
of this ,time period.

3. Project planners can provide information on the general benefits of .

employer - supported, child care and those specificto consortium ventures.

a child care consortium has been initiated, stew
for the-potential members to consider how great

responsible for the structure and productivity

4. Probable costs and Petential problems of employer-sponsored child are

and consortium participation should.hbe discussed during stew time.

5. Most company officials will need to be educated)about the requirements

for quality child care.- .

.

.
/ .

Y

....o,& T.i6 important responsibilities of project:planners are to.atsist
participants fn clarifying hoth individual agency and joint consortium
goals and to point out contradictory

.
or conflicting .goals.,
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7: A requirement for
prospective members L
individual agendies al:
consortium participatio. .
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andcontractual commitment encouraget
rmine whether or not the costs to their
weighed by the benefits expected from

8.. The sense of ownership Cot' the project must be examined.since it is
a reflection of commitment to the project.

9. Cooperation witAln the , nsortium is influenced by the shared history
of the participantsra '.story of competition can adversely affecf
the ability of participants to work together.

B. Economic Utility

. Speaking the same language about the economic utility of a project is
one way to.-demonstrate that the project planners appreciate the

. importance of this issue to administrators.

2. Potential members must determine if the-noneconomic benefits are
worth the actual-costs of consortium participation.

3. A detailed cost analysis and budget of propoiedchild care service's
will assist employers to weigh the costs and benefits of consortium
participation. .

4. Project, planners must addresseanY employer concerns associated with
providing. child care as a benefit.

5. It would be.particularly important to address the issue of sick child
care during the discussion of employee benefits. A very strong
interest in this issue was expressed by both employers and employees
of the hospital project. Sick care is also apriority concern and
problem for many other employers and. employets. There are turrently
'few viable and affordable solutions to the problem of sick child care
for employees. See Sick Child Care (Parents in the Workplace, 1983)
for a more detailed description of the problem, related issues, and
current sick child care options.

6, Employees are less likelyko develop unrealistic expectations if they
are kept informed of all the alternatives tinder consideration, receive
periodic progress reports, are made aware of time and budget limitations,
and participate in an advisory capacity.

Power
4.

. .

I. Power canqe defined at the-Aapacity to limit the choices of others..- -
and can be measured by the resources accessible to the organization. &

2. A consortium has.a greater chance for success if the participants
have Elimilar'levels of power and access to resources.

4
. .

Powerful consortium members have a'"fail safe" mechanism in the
. knowledgethey have. the resources to establisLa child care center

even if the group effort fails.

4, 101
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4. A common but historically.effective method to insure commitment to
a project is to require organizations to contribute 'funds in order.
to participate._ _ _

5. Representatives must be able to speak and mak:e decisions for the
organizations, if mot progiess.couldbe slow or "nonexistent.

Conflict 1

1. The consortium can be viewed as a new game which needs- the rules and
member roles io'be clearly defined by administrators during stew time.

. -* .. .

2...buring the initial meetings, representatives froth each organization'
states the purpose for joining and expected benefits of'consortium
participation. 'Thelilanner guides the discussion to a consensus
on project. purpose, goals and.priorfties; member authority and
responsibilities;.decision7making model arid- governing,governinproceduresl.

aand ac'eptable means to reach project goalS. f

44.

-3. Project planners should verify rather'than assume there is a consensus
on the-purpose and structure of a federally funded project as
described-in.the proposal..

4. .Conflict can be resolved through negotiation by consortium members or
It

'mediation by the project planner of a consultant.

5. 'Mediators can assist consortium' embers to resolve confli6rs themselves
by analyzing and diagnosing the problem, providing accurate and
relevant information, reducing interpersonal barl'iers, improving
decision- making procedures, or increasing the options under consideration.

o

6. Potential sources of mediation experts Include thelocal,'regional, or
'state mental health and education.agency; a local continuing education
center; university departments of social mopc, sociology,'industrial
psychology, business administration, ov educational psychology; and
the federal grant agency.,

'4

/--Sdbmary

Although the original intention of the Hospital Employee Child Care'
1

Project was to bee if a.cooperative venture in employer- sponsored ehild care

could succeed, such a venture was not successful. In reviewing the'process

and outcome of the project, it became obviOus that -the participants could

. .
A

. .
.

sharewhat had been learned 'with other consortiums. HDS approved the revision

to produce amanual of information and suggestions for groups considering

similar projects. The result.is a user- oriented manual with both.theoretical

and practical components: Child Caie Consortiums By Employers: Four

Interorganizational Issues To Consider When Developing a Joint Project.

/0.?


